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Census question ignites battle
Inquiry into citizenship on
survey triggers multistate
suit, could sway elections
By SEUNG MIN KIM
AND TARA BAHRAMPOUR
WASHINGTON POST

WASHINGTON — The Trump
administration’s decision to add
a question about citizenship in
the 2020 Census was met with
fierce pushback from its critics

Tuesday, launching a legal and
political battle with enormous
stakes in a fight that pits the
administration against many
Democratic states.
The decision announced late
Monday night by Commerce
Secretary Wilbur Ross has already triggered legal challenges from California and New
York, with the latter promising
a “multistate” lawsuit challenging the administration.
Democratic lawmakers, who

from moving forward
stand to lose politi- INSIDE
with its plan, with
cal power if undocu- County immigrant
congressional Repubmented
immigrants advocates condemn
licans so far showing
decline to take part in move by Trump
the decennial survey, administration to add little appetite to proattacked the decision citizenship question to test the decision.
The confrontation
Tuesday, but there is 2020 census / A12
now becomes anothlittle they can do to
immediately counter the move. er key factor hanging in the balThe massive spending bill law- ance during the upcoming midmakers passed last week would term elections, with Democrats
have been the best chance the gaining considerable leverage
minority party had this year to to scrap the Census Bureau detry to block the Census Bureau cision should they win control

of either chamber.
Critics of Commerce’s move
said it is part of a broader pattern of systematic attacks by the
Trump administration against
Democratic parts of the country
on issues ranging from health
care to immigration and one with
major ramifications on decisions
such as how congressional districts are drawn and how federal
funding is spent nationwide.
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FOUNTAINGROVE » 2-year estimate to fix benzene-contaminated
water system may slow rebuilding effort in SR neighborhood

Timeline riles residents

Stephon Clark

State will
oversee
probe on
shooting
SACRAMENTO » Police
training to be reviewed in
killing of unarmed man
By PAIGE ST. JOHN
AND NICOLE SANTA CRUZ
LOS ANGELES TIMES

KENT PORTER / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Jerry Buhrz’s Fountaingrove home escaped the Tubbs fire in October in Santa Rosa. However, he and his wife, Serene, have yet to move back to
their home because of high benzene levels in the water and various other issues.
was zeroing in on melting plastic pipes and other
components of the water system.
But Tuesday’s joint meeting of the City Council
and the Board of Public Utilities was the first time
residents learned that the fix was still a long way
off, likely well past the time when their insurance
payments for replacement housing will run out.
Carol Ellen, 70, said she and her partner had already spent $60,000 in various architectural fees
and other costs preparing to rebuild, only to learn
recently from the city that it might not be possible.
“We are ready to begin building in May. Now,
what do we do?” Ellen said. “Where does our water
come from?”
John Stratton, a Fountaingrove resident and
engineer at Keysight Technologies said he relied on
the city’s earlier “worst-case scenario” that a full

By KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

I

t may take Santa Rosa more than two years to
fully replace the water system in an area of
Fountaingrove where the drinking water was
contaminated by benzene following the fires last
year, a timeline some residents say is unacceptable
and will prevent them from rebuilding.
In the most detailed explanation yet of the unfolding water crisis, city officials outlined in a
public meeting how they believe the water system
serving 350 home sites in the devastated neighborhood became contaminated with a cancer-causing
hydrocarbon, and just how complicated, costly and
time-consuming its replacement may be.
The contamination problem has been known
since November, and the city has been open in recent months that its investigation into the source

“We are ready
to begin
building in
May. Now,
what do we
do? Where
does our water
come from?”
CAROL ELLEN, 70-year-old

Fountaingrove resident

California’s Department of
Justice will oversee a Sacramento police investigation into
the shooting death of Stephon
Clark, the unarmed black man
who was killed by officers during
a vandalism investigation.
Speaking at
a news confer- NO CHARGES
ence backed by IN SHOOTING
black fraterni- Authorities in
ty and sorority Louisiana say
members, state officers involved
Attorney Gen- in killing of Alton
eral Xavier Bec- Sterling will not
erra and Sacra- stand trial / B1
mento
Police
Chief Daniel Hahn announced
the agreement Tuesday.
“I have complete confidence
in my detectives, but due to the
nature of this investigation, the
extremely high emotion, anger
and hurt in our city, I felt it was
in the best interest of our entire
community, including the members of our Police Department,”
Hahn said. “Our city is at a critical point right now, and I believe
this will help build faith and
confidence.”
The agreement calls for the
state Justice Department to play
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New maestro ‘the whole package’
SANTA ROSA SYMPHONY »
Lecce-Chong to succeed exiting
Ferrandis as music director
By DIANE PETERSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

ALVIN JORNADA / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Francesco Lecce-Chong, who conducts the Santa Rosa
Symphony at Weill Hall in Rohnert Park on Oct. 7, has
been chosen as the musical director for the ensemble.
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After a two-year international
search, the Santa Rosa Symphony has
chosen the fifth music director of its
90-year history: 30-year-old Francesco
Lecce-Chong, a trained conductor and
pianist of Italian-Chinese descent, to
succeed Bruno Ferrandis.
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The youngest of the five finalists
for the role, Lecce-Chong was born
in San Francisco and raised in Boulder, Colorado. He was the first to audition with the symphony during the
2017-2018 season, but his time was cut
short when his third concert on Oct. 9
was canceled because of the October
wildfires.
Still, the talent displayed in the first
two performances, his strong interpersonal skills, collaborative approach
and interest in the community made
him the top choice of the 10-member
Music Director Search Committee,
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which unanimously recommended
him to the Santa Rosa Symphony’s
38-member board of directors earlier
this month. The board’s vote was also
unanimous.
“About 30 board members voted,
and it really is remarkable that the
vote was unanimous,” said Jamei
Haswell, chairman of the board and a
search committee member. “He wowed
us in so many different ways. He was
absolutely spectacular on the podium,
and he communicated well with our
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